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Abstract

We address the problem of active mapping with a
continually-learned neural scene representation, namely
Active Neural Mapping. The key lies in actively finding
the target space to be explored with efficient agent move-
ment, thus minimizing the map uncertainty on-the-fly within
a previously unseen environment. In this paper, we exam-
ine the weight space of the continually-learned neural field,
and show empirically that the neural variability, the predic-
tion robustness against random weight perturbation, can be
directly utilized to measure the instant uncertainty of the
neural map. Together with the continuous geometric in-
formation inherited in the neural map, the agent can be
guided to find a traversable path to gradually gain knowl-
edge of the environment. We present for the first time an on-
line active mapping system with a coordinate-based implicit
neural representation. Experiments in the visually-realistic
Gibson and Matterport3D environment demonstrate the ef-
ficacy of the proposed method.

1. Introduction
How we represent a 3D environment accurately and effi-

ciently is of tremendous importance for vision, robotics, and
graphics communities. Recent advances in implicit neural
representations (INRs) cast the issue as a low-dimensional
function regression problem. Parameterized by a single net-
work θ, the quantity of interest y such as color, occupancy,
and semantics can be efficiently queried with the spatial
coordinates x through a feedforward pass y = f(x;θ).
Unlike traditional representations that discretize the entire
space and explicitly store a set of the input-output sam-
ples {xi,yi}N in manually-designed data structures such
as voxel grid, surfel, and triangle mesh, the implicit neural
representation is proved to have great capacity [67, 19, 77]
that recovers complex signals at a constant small size, guar-
anteeing high-fidelity view synthesis [42, 3, 41] and ac-
curate geometry reconstruction [64, 36, 2]. Nonetheless,
the quality of the learned implicit neural representation is
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed active neural map-
ping system. Guided by the continually-updated neural map
(visualized as the SDF values through a forward pass), the
mobile agent explores the environment actively to minimize
the prediction uncertainty (visualized as the prediction error
given the truth surface points).

highly data-dependent: as implicit neural representations
are trained through self-supervision given discrete training
samples, insufficient sampling frequency leads to geometric
and texturing artifacts [61, 76, 77, 60].

Unlike conventional methods that rely on passive data
acquisition, we address the problem of active neural map-
ping, where a 3D neural field is constructed on the fly
with an actively-exploring mobile agent to best represent
the scene. The target is to find efficient agent movement
within the previously-unknown environment to gradually
minimize the map uncertainty. Similar problems such as
autonomous exploration and next-best-view planning are
well-studied [12, 38, 73, 69, 50] by exploiting discretized
scene representations to achieve the best coverage and re-
construction accuracy (see Sec. 2 for a detailed discus-
sion). Though the implicit neural representation has its
own merits, e.g. promising representation power and con-
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tinuous/differentiable properties, this problem setting poses
new challenges to the INRs: new knowledge of the environ-
ment is actively captured and constantly distilled to the neu-
ral map, where the neural map is expected to 1) specify the
uncertain areas to be explored; 2) provide reliable geomet-
ric information for reconstruction; 3) allow for incremental
updating given constantly observed data.

In this paper, we show for the first time a continual
learning perspective of online active mapping based on the
coordinate-based implicit neural representation. Inspired
by the seminal works of [66, 74], we adopt the incremen-
tal updating of a continuous neural signed distance field.
The key to our active mapping solution lies in a novel un-
certainty quantification manner of the learned neural map
through weight perturbation. We show empirically that the
replayed buffer during continual learning forces the neural
network to land in a low-loss basin given previously ob-
served data to avoid forgetting, while resulting in a sharp
ridge given erroneously-generated zero-crossings from not-
well-explored areas to ensure transferability. That is to say,
as the weight changes constantly during continual learn-
ing, the robustness of the predicted signed distance values
exhibit distinguishable behaviors against weight perturba-
tions for explored and unexplored surface samples. These
findings share similar spirits with recent studies in neuro-
science [37, 44, 20] and learning theory [72, 63], allowing
us to explicitly reason the uncertain areas within the neural
field and guide the mobile agent for actively capturing new
information.

Our active mapping system adopts ideas from both
frontier-based and sampling-based exploration strategies.
The neural variabilities of zero-crossing samples are ex-
amined under random weight perturbations, where samples
with high variation are viewed as target areas to be explored.
Along with the continually-learned geometric information,
the neural map guides the agent to explore the environment
actively. The key contributions can be summarized as fol-
lows:

• We provide a new perspective of active mapping from
the optimization dynamics of map parameters.

• We introduce an effective online active mapping sys-
tem in a continual learning fashion.

• We propose a novel uncertainty quantification man-
ner through weight perturbation for goal location identifi-
cation.

2. Related Work
Active mapping. Active mapping aims to find the op-
timal sensor movements to capture observations that best
represent a scene, thus minimizing the uncertainty of the
environment through exploration. Typical approaches can
be categorized into frontier-based and sampling-based ones
from a goal location identification perspective. Frontier-

based methods explore by approaching the selected frontier
(regions on the boundary between the explored free space
and the unexplored space [73]), aiming to push the bound-
ary of the explored areas until the entire space is observed.
The major differences lie in the frontier detection strate-
gies [81, 18, 62, 80, 5] and the best frontier selection strate-
gies [13, 11, 25, 75].

On the other hand, sampling-based methods adopt ran-
dom or guided sampling of potential viewpoints in the
workspace and incrementally grow a Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (RRT) [33] or a Rapidly-exploring Random
Graph (RRG) [28] to find the traversable paths. The next
best view is repeatedly selected along the best branch in a
receding horizon fashion [6] to maximize a given objective
function. Unlike frontier-based methods that focus more on
the map coverage, sampling-based methods allow different
objectiveness, e.g., localization uncertainty [48], geometric
uncertainty [57, 55, 22], visual saliency [14], and vehicle
dynamics [17], to be taken into account.

To take advantage of both frontier-based and sampling-
based methods, new strategies are employed in a hy-
brid or an informed sampling-based fashion. The hybrid
method [58] adopts a sampling-based manner for local plan-
ning, while utilizing a frontier-based method for global
planning to handle the dead-end case as sampling-based
methods can easily get stuck locally. Meanwhile, as most
computational resources are wasted on the redundant utility
computation of non-selected samples [65, 4], the informed
sampling based methods [30, 39, 54] are proposed that sam-
ple candidates around frontiers to ensure faster exploration.

Dense metric representations. Dense metric representa-
tions play important roles in path planning as they provide
complete geometric information for any queried location
within the workspace. Existing active mapping methods
mainly rely on the volumetric representation that discretizes
the space into voxel grids. Occupancy grid map, for exam-
ple, allows distinguishing between free, occupied, and un-
known space. Most occupancy grid based methods are de-
ployed in 2D [73, 9, 23] for tractable computation as a mo-
bile device typically moves at a constant height [29]. There
are also 3D extensions [6, 18, 5] that exploit an Octomap
structure [26] for recursive updating of the occupancy sta-
tus. Meanwhile, it is noted that merely occupancy informa-
tion may be insufficient for certain gradient-based planners,
CHOMP [83] for instance. Therefore, the Euclidean signed
distance field (ESDF) is introduced to be updated incremen-
tally from a truncated signed distance field (TSDF) [43, 47]
or a 3D occupancy grid map [24] using Breadth-First Search
(BFS), allowing online planning on a CPU-only platform.

Recent advances in implicit neural representations
(INRs) [42, 49, 40, 10] facilitate multiple robotics-related
downstream tasks. By encoding the coordinate-based scene
properties in weights of a neural network, INRs are able
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to recover fine-grained scene properties with light-weight
parameters [64, 67, 19, 77]. Hence, accurate scene geome-
try can be recovered with a single network [2, 36]. On the
other hand, the gradient can be efficiently extracted from
the continuous neural field through automatic differentia-
tion. Together with the geometric information, a smooth
trajectory can be optimized for collision avoidance [1, 31].
Recently, [34, 46]share a similar idea of refining a coarsely-
trained NeRF by actively selecting new viewpoints for batch
retraining. Inspired by the continual learning fashion of on-
line neural field updating [74, 66, 82, 45], we extend the
works to an online active mapping framework, where the
implicit neural field is updated on the fly to guide the explo-
ration for complete coverage and constant uncertainty re-
duction. There are also two concurrent works [53, 78] that
are most related to ours, tackling the inward view selection
and path planning for object reconstruction.

3. Preliminaries
Given an indoor environment as the workspace X ∈ R3

that is unknown a prior, we aim to best represent the scene
property of interest1 Y ∈ Rm with a continuous function
parameterized by a single MLP θ, establishing the map-
ping f(x;θ) : X → Y between spatial coordinates x ∈ X
and the corresponding scene property y ∈ Y . To obtain an
optimal map representation, a mobile agent is deployed to
actively capture sensory data {xi,yi}t ∼ zt ⊂ D sampled
from the scene surfaces D (depth sequence in our case) with
self-decided control at at each time, and the map parame-
ters θ is updated incrementally with incoming observations.

From a global optimum view, the map can be optimized
through empirical risk minimization given a pre-defined
penalty function L and sufficient samples from the true dis-
tribution of D as:

θ∗ = argminE(x,y)∼D(L(x,y;θ)). (1)

In our case of an online setting, the continual learning of
the map can be cast as minimizing a cumulative loss [52]
within a time interval [t, t+ k] in the following steps as:

θt = argmin

t+k∑
τ=t

λτE(xt,yt)∼z1:τ (L(xt,yt;θt)), (2)

where the observation zt is conditioned on past controls
a1:t, and k → ∞ equals an unending exploration setting.

From Eq. (2), we can see that the overarching goal of
an optimal map is intractable to be achieved as future ob-
servations zt:t+k are not available. This issue is formalized
by Raghavan and Balaprakash [52] from a generalization-
forgetting perspective. They point out that the penalty L is

1In this paper, we target a continuous signed distance function to rep-
resent the scene surfaces.

needed to not only prevent catastrophic forgetting of pre-
vious observations, but improve generalization to new data.
As proved in [52], the dynamics of continual learning are af-
fected by three factors: the cost of prediction error over all
past observations E(x,y)∼z1:t(L(x,y;θt)), the cost varia-
tion arising from the data distribution shift ∆xt, and the
cost variation arising from the parameter changes ∆θt:

H(δz,θt) ≈ βL(θt, z1:t)

+

t+k∑
τ=t

(L(θτ , z1:τ ∩ δz)− L(θτ , z1:τ ))

+

t+k∑
τ=t

(L(θτ + δθ, z1:τ )− L(θτ , z1:τ )),

(3)

where L(θi, zj) = E(xj ,yj)∼zj (L(xj ,yj ;θi)).
Intuitively, minimal H(δz,θt) induced by distribution

shift δz and parameter changes δθ indicates that the arrival
of a new observation does not affect the current optimal so-
lution θt, thus achieving the global optimum. Even though
such an optimum cannot be guaranteed, a saddle point2 can
be found. In [52], the discrepancy between two subsequent
tasks is maximized, followed by the minimization of forget-
ting under the maximum generalization. This manner lays
the theoretic foundation for us to solve the active mapping
problem: if we iteratively find the most distribution shift
of δz and update the map parameters θ given a new obser-
vation, we converge to a local equilibrium point within the
small time interval k according to Eq. (3).

The optimization perspective of Eqs. (2) and (3) well dis-
tinguishes the proposed problem setting, namely active neu-
ral mapping, from previous research. Recent INR-based
passive SLAM systems [66, 82, 45] or multi-view stere-
opsis methods [42, 2, 79] merely minimize the first term
in Eq. (3), while we further take the agent action optimiza-
tion into account to serve as a local generalization maxi-
mizer. Consequently, the actively captured training sam-
ples can better mimic the actual distribution D compared to
the passive observations z1:t. Compared to traditional ac-
tive mapping methods, we explicitly conduct map optimiza-
tion through back-propagation instead of the heuristically-
designed fusion techniques. The goal location is decided
in a data-driven manner (see Sec. 4 for details) instead of
the ad-hoc goal location identification strategies. The ob-
jectiveness of active mapping in Eq. (3) allows for con-
tinual and lifelong (t → ∞) optimization even when the
agent stops, while INR-based planners [1, 31, 34] target
navigating to the specified location in a pre-built or batch-
optimized map. Finally, compared to recent works of object

2Given that H(δz,θ∗) ≤ H(δz∗,θ∗) ≤ H(δz∗,θ), the equilib-
rium point of {δz∗,θ∗} can be found by alternatively updating the data
discrepancy to maximize the generalization, and then optimizing θ to avoid
forgetting given the maximum generalization.
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(a) |f(x+;θ)| (b) |f(x−;θ)|

Figure 2: The loss landscape |f(x;θ(u, v))| evaluated on
a true surface point x+ and a false-positive point x−. The
pink dotted lines indicate the actual loss variation along the
continually learned θ1:T . It is clear that the landscape of the
true surface point stays in a low-loss basin, while that of the
false-positive point falls along a sharp ridge that reaches the
low-loss valley once.

reconstruction [34, 46] that autonomously refine a pre-built
coarse map θ0 through inward-facing view selection and
planning, we target a more challenging case to incremen-
tally optimize the map θ in a scene-level from scratch.

4. Active Neural Mapping
As noticed in Sec. 3, central to our method is the iden-

tification of the next target view that brings a significant
distribution shift δz∗. A local planner is then deployed
as a generalization maximizer that decides the following
agent movement at:t+k to the target location and captures
the corresponding data. Given the locally upper-bounded
H(δz∗,θt), the map parameters are optimized with the
new observation, thus achieving a local equilibrium point
of H(δz∗,θ∗). The process is iteratively conducted that
drives the mobile agent to actively explore the environment.
In this section, we begin with an empirical analysis of how
δz∗ can be found. The implementation of the active neural
mapping system is introduced afterward.

4.1. Through the lens of loss landscape

Eq. (3) motivates us to understand the behavior of the
loss L(θ, z) during continual learning: the equilibrium
point of {δz∗,θ∗} indicates the requirement of a flat low-
loss landscape for surface points to avoid forgetting (the
minimization of the first and third terms in Eq. (3)) and an
evident loss discrepancy for finding δz so the generalization
is maximized. Following [35, 68], we define a hyperplane
by two orthonormal vectors {u,v},3 where any sample θ in

3We choose the initial and the final weights during continual learning
as θ1 and θ3, and train another network with the same initialization as θ2.
The orthonormal vectors can be obtained by orthogonalizing and normal-
izing the two basis vectors (θ2 − θ1,θ3 − θ1)

Variance against weight perturbations low high

Figure 3: The functionality changes due to weight pertur-
bations given the ground truth surface points x ∈ D. It can
be noted that most high-variance regions (with warm col-
ors) locate near the boundaries of space between explored
(colored point cloud) and unexplored areas.

the weight space can be represented by the linear combina-
tion of the two vectors as θ(u, v) = uu+ vv. We can then
estimate the prediction f(x;θ(u, v)) given any queried lo-
cation x through a single forward pass and obtain the mag-
nitude of the loss landscape L(θ, z).

We randomly pick a true surface point x+ observed at
t = 1 and a false-positive zero-crossing point4 x− gen-
erated at t = 200 due to the continuous nature of the
neural map. The prediction over the entire weight space
is then calculated through forward passes given θ(u, v).
As presented in Fig. 2, by projecting the high-dimensional
weight space onto the hyperplane, we can easily visualize
the loss changes along the optimization path. Empirically,
we observe evidently-different geometries for the true sur-
face point and the false-positive one: the loss of the true sur-
face point will be constrained in a low-loss basin, while the
loss of the false-positive one stays along a sharp ridge that
once jumps over a high-loss ridge into the valley at t = 200
and then keeps ascending.

The reason behind this phenomenon is straightforward.
During continual learning, the parameters of the neural map
undergo constant changes. The functionality of f(x;θt)
will only remain stable in previously-observed areas with
constant self-supervision (as verified in [74, 66, 45] through
a simple experience replay strategy). In not-well-explored
areas, the functionality can easily change due to a lack of
constraints. That is to say, the neural map is more sus-
ceptible to areas where the functionality changes the most
against parameter perturbations:

x = argmaxVθ̂∼N (θ,b2I )[f(x; θ̂)]. (4)

The term in Eq. (4) is referred to as the artificial neural
variability [72] that shares similar concepts with the neural
variability in neuroscience [44, 37, 20]: neuronal activity

4A free-space point whose instant prediction f(x−;θ200) ≈ 0
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Figure 4: The evolution of the learned signed distance field through active neural mapping in 1000 steps. The proposed system
is conducted in a receding horizon fashion. The target locations (green dots) are constantly pushed to the not-well-explored
or not-well-trained regions for reaching a local equilibrium point. See the supplementary video for better visualization.

fluctuates over time given the same inputs, indicating the
uncertainty of perceptual inference. By evaluating the pre-
diction variability given points on the zero-crossing surfaces
through weight perturbation, the false-positive ones and
the true-positive ones can be evidently distinguished due
to variable behaviors, and observations around the false-
positive ones indicate high generalization cost (the second
term of Eq. (3)) as they land in sharp and unstable minima.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the functional sensitivity
of Eq. (4) is directly linked with the data distribution of
past observations that supervise the neural map, and ex-
plicitly indicates the prediction quality and uncertainty.
High-variance regions are usually around the boundaries of
space between explored and unexplored areas (where false-
positive zero-crossing surfaces are generated). This is in
common with the prevalent concept of the frontier. The
differences lie in that the high-variance regions are natu-
rally indicated by the neural map in a data-driven fashion
instead of the heuristic design. Besides, unlike frontiers
that rely mainly on adjacent occupancy status, regions with
scarce data or with thin structures may also fall into a high-
variance region in our case as they struggle to converge.
Hence, all areas that are not accurately represented are taken
into account. We refer readers to the supplementary video
for a better understanding.

4.2. An online active neural mapping system

In this paper, we target a continuous signed distance
function (SDF) of f(x;θ) : R3 → R as the scene geom-
etry representation, where the neural map θ is continually
optimized and guides the mobile agent to not-well-explored
areas. The system is implemented as four steps: 1) identify-
ing the target viewpoints; 2) selecting the best target view-
point; 3) navigating to the target location; 4) and optimizing
the neural map parameters given newly-captured data.

The target view identification serves as finding the most
distribution shift δz∗. A zero-mean Gaussian perturbation
around the instant map parameters θt is performed every
time a keyframe is selected, where the variance I is set as
the norm of recent parameter changes |θt−θt−1|. We sam-
ple points on the predicted zero-crossing surface to distin-
guish between the real surface points and the false-positive
ones. This is close in spirit to the frontier-based method in a
sample-based fashion. In practice, the top 10% points with
the highest variance Vθ̂∼N (θ,b2I )[f(x; θ̂)] are selected and
then clustered based on the geometrical similarity. To make
the selected samples in sight, we place the target locations
(green dots in Fig. 4) at a fixed distance along the surface
normal ∇f(x;θt), where the continuous and differentiable
neural representation allows for convenient gradient com-
putation through auto-differentiation. To determine the best
view (the red dot in Fig. 4) among the target location candi-
dates, we evaluate each cluster with three criteria: the max-
imum variance against parameter perturbations, the number
of points within the cluster, and the distance between the
cluster center and the current agent position. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the red dot and cyan dot are selected based on dif-
ferent criteria. Besides, a local planning horizon [7, 80, 5]
is adopted that prioritizes the target viewpoint candidates
within the frustum bounding box. Therefore, the agent (the
orange arrow in Fig. 4) will choose the best candidate in
sight as the target view.

Within each receding horizon loop [t, t + k], the point-
goal navigation for deciding the agent actions at:t+k and the
continual learning for updating the map parameters θt:t+k

are exactly the optimization process for maximizing gener-
alization and minimizing forgetting, indicating the dynam-
ics of a and θ to reach the equilibrium point of {δz∗,θ∗}
within a local horizon. For point-goal navigation, we adopt
the reinforcement-learning-based DD-PPO [70] to reach the
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next target viewpoint. For incrementally updating the neu-
ral map, we adopt the experience-replay-based strategy of
iSDF [45] with similar architecture and loss functions. It
should be noted that other planner [1, 31, 34] and continual
learning strategies [74, 66] can be naturally incorporated as
optimizers that decide the optimization path to reach the lo-
cal equilibrium point of δ∗ and θ∗.

5. Experiments
Central to the paper is a novel target view identification

module through weight perturbations and an online active
mapping system with a 3D implicit neural representation.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the system
through comprehensive experiments.

5.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments are conducted on a desktop PC with an
Intel Core i7-8700 (12 cores @ 3.2 GHz), 32GB of RAM,
and a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti.
Data acquisition. Our algorithm is conducted with the
Habitat simulator [56] and evaluated on the visually-
realistic Gibson [71] and Matterport3D datasets [8]. The ex-
periments are conducted in 1000/2000 steps depending on
the scene scale.5 The system takes posed depth images at the
resolution of 256×256 as inputs and outputs discrete action
at each step. The action space consists of MOVE FORWARD
by 6.5cm, TURN LEFT and TURN RIGHT by 10◦, and
STOP. The mobile agent is randomly initialized in the
traversable space at the height of 1.25m. The field of view
(FOV) is set to 90◦ vertically and horizontally.
Neural map architecture. Our neural map is a single
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with 4 hidden layers and 256
units per layer. Following [45], a softplus activation and
a positional embedding are adopted, where the positional
embedding is concatenated to the third layer of the network.
The neural map is optimized using the Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.0013.

5.2. Evaluation metrics

We adopt the following metrics for evaluating the
incrementally-updated neural map:
MAD (cm). The mean absolute distance is evaluated by es-
timating the distance prediction through a forward pass on
all vertices from the ground truth mesh. This metric defines
the accuracy of the learned 3D neural distance field.
FPR (%). The false-positive rate is calculated as the per-
centage of samples from the reconstructed mesh whose
nearest distance to the ground truth mesh exceeds 5cm.
This metric defines the quality of the mesh extracted from
the 3D continuous neural map.

5A more thorough introduction of the test scenes and per-scene analysis
are provided in the supplementary material.

Table 1: The coverage of the actively-captured data. See
supplementary material for results on each scene for details.

Gibson MP3D

Comp. ↑ Comp. ↓ Comp. ↑ Comp. ↓
(%) (cm) (%) (cm)

Random 45.80 34.48 45.67 26.53

FBE 68.91 14.42 71.18 9.78

UPEN 63.30 21.09 69.06 10.60

OccAnt 61.88 23.25 71.72 9.40

Ours 80.45 7.44 73.15 9.11

Comp.. The completeness metrics are calculated from the
ground truth vertices to the entire observations that are ac-
tively captured. By estimating per-vertex nearest distance
to the past observations z1:t, the percentage of points whose
nearest distance is within 5cm (Comp. (%)) and the mean
nearest distance (Comp. (cm)) can be calculated to measure
the active exploration coverage in 3D space.

5.3. Comparisons against other methods

We compare the proposed method against three relevant
methods: FBE [73] aims to push the boundaries between
unknown and known space for exploration; OccAnt [55] an-
ticipates the occupancy status in unseen areas and rewards
the agent with accurate anticipation; UPEN [22] tries to se-
lect the most uncertain path via the ensemble of occupancy
prediction models. As the three methods utilize the 2D grid-
based map representation, we evaluate the completeness of
the actively-captured observations along the trajectory us-
ing the Comp. (%) and the Comp. (cm) metrics.

As presented in Tab. 1, the proposed active mapping
system consistently outperforms the three competitors. It
should be noted that FBE and UPEN adopt the same DD-
PPO planner as ours for target goal navigation. There-
fore, the efficacy of the proposed goal location identifica-
tion strategy can be fairly evaluated. FBE relies purely on
the voxel-based geometric information for identifying the
frontiers, whereas the selection mechanism is manually de-
signed that can easily ignore areas that have been explored
with insufficient data. In contrast, the proposed method
well quantifies the map uncertainty to achieve better perfor-
mance. In terms of OccAnt, the agent occasionally moves
back and forth as the goal location identification is trained
through a rewarded mechanism, while the proposed goal
location identification strategy and the local planning hori-
zon guarantee stable exploration routes. UPEN adopts a
deep ensemble based manner [32] to quantify the prediction
uncertainty, which shares a similar idea with the proposed
method regarding epistemic uncertainty reasoning. Never-
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Table 2: Ablation study of the map quality regarding the
SDF prediction (MAD), the reconstructed mesh (FPR), and
the observation completeness (Comp.).

MAD ↓ FPR ↓ Comp. ↑
(cm) (%) (%)

Random 8.49 36.57 45.80

G
ib

so
n Module 1 5.68 34.65 79.48

Module 3 5.44 25.09 76.19

Module 4 6.11 32.86 73.70

Ours 5.10 28.04 80.45

Random 8.87 51.88 45.67

M
P

3D

Module 1 4.65 43.03 71.41

Module 3 6.06 39.05 74.63

Module 4 4.30 47.99 67.75

Ours 4.29 40.07 73.15

theless, UPEN simply generates multiple traversable path
candidates towards a pre-defined unreachable goal loca-
tion with a global RRT planner, where the map uncertainty
merely ranks the path candidates to achieve the best infor-
mation gain, while the proposed method better explores the
environment by explicitly exploiting the neural variability
for goal location identification and selection.

5.4. Ablation study and system performance

As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, the proposed active neural
mapping system allows drop-in substitutes to replace the
existing modules. We provide detailed ablation studies to
justify the reasonable design of each module.
Module 1: target view identification. We replace the pro-
posed weight perturbation module with MC-Dropout [21]
(p=0.05) and a BALD [27] score to quantify the prediction
uncertainty. The output is sampled five times in our ex-
periments. As demonstrated in Tab. 2, the proposed goal
location identification strategy achieves better results com-
pared to the substitute. Although the uncertainty quantifi-
cation method leads to comparable exploration efficiency,
the involvement of Dropout layers leads to noisy and coarse
geometry and inefficient inference.
Module 2: best candidate selection. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
we evaluate the performance of the three different selection
criteria mentioned in Sec. 4.2. Results on different scenes
share a similar conclusion: selecting the highest variance
regions will lead to the best performance. This result meets
the arguments in Sec. 3 and 4 to obtain the equilibrium point
by maximizing generalization, or in other words, moving to
the highest variance areas as Eq. (4).

Cantwell

Denmark

Eudora

Greigsville

Pablo

Cluster with most samples

Nearest cluster

Cluster with highest variance

102

101

100

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Comp. (cm)

Steps

Figure 5: The effect of different candidate selection criteria
(Module 2) on the Comp. (cm) ↓ metric in 1000 steps. Best
viewed in color to see results on different scenes.

Steps

Figure 6: Continual learning of the scene geometry.

Module 3: local planner. In our final setting (Ours) and
for evaluating FBE/UPEN, we choose the DD-PPO+ model
trained on Gibson4+ and Matterport3D (train/val/test) for
evaluating the Gibson validation sequences, and choose the
DD-PPO⋆ model trained on Gibson2+ for evaluating the
Matterport3D test sets to avoid the over-fitting issue. We
here alter the model choice to further evaluate the per-
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Figure 7: The runtime for each module. The impulse of the runtime is caused by a keyframe-based or windowed execution.

formance on Gibson with the DD-PPO⋆ and on Matter-
port3D with DD-PPO+. Without pretrained data from Mat-
terport3D, DD-PPO⋆ results in degradation on large scenes
and improvement in small ones, while DD-PPO+ leads to
more robust and balanced results. We refer readers to the
supplementary material for a more detailed per-scene anal-
ysis. The results further verify the efficacy of the proposed
goal location identification strategy: a more powerful plan-
ner will bring better exploration results only if the goal lo-
cation is properly decided.
Module 4: learning of the neural map. Different network
architectures affect the convergence rate and the generation
of false-positive zero-crossing surfaces. We further evalu-
ate the active neural mapping system with a different net-
work architecture: a single MLP with positional encod-
ing [42] and ReLU activations. As the substitute architec-
ture converges slower for high-frequency components [67],
the reconstruction accuracy deteriorates compared to our fi-
nal setting (Ours). Meanwhile, the exploration is slightly
affected as the prediction in visited areas may still be in-
accurate. Nevertheless, the system still works effectively
given a different network architecture, suggesting the appli-
cability to embracing the latest advances in implicit neural
representations.
System performance. In general, our system achieves
promising reconstruction accuracy and completeness given
limited steps. The computational cost for each module is
illustrated in Fig. 7, where the runtime per step is 0.33s on
average. The system is real-time capable and can be accel-
erated by reducing the per-frame iteration during continual
learning. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the prediction of scene ge-
ometry over previously seen areas is continually improved
during exploration, and the coverage of space continues to
grow. The continual learning fashion allows for constant
map optimization and lifelong learning of the scene.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel active mapping sys-
tem based on implicit neural representations. The key to
the solution is a goal location identification strategy through
weight perturbation that drives the mobile agent to the areas
with the most distribution discrepancy. The active mapping
is achieved by alternatively performing action decisions to
reach the goal location, and map parameter updating given
incoming observations. The iterative process can be viewed
as a joint optimization to reach an equilibrium point within
the receding local horizon, guaranteeing a promising scene
geometry recovery through autonomous exploration. The
proposed strategy and the overall design of the system are
justified through experiments and ablation studies.

6.1. Limitations and future potentials

Though the weight perturbation provides a convenient
way to find the next best view, the action decision of the
system is dependent on the map-free local planner, which
may occasionally get stuck by objects out of view or in
narrow areas. Better exploiting the information inherited
in the neural map for online navigation and replanning is
one natural extension of the proposed system. Possible
solutions include optimization-based planners [1, 31] and
INR-guided reinforcement learning to replace the existing
planner trained with a 2D top-down map or raw observa-
tions. Meanwhile, the target view selection module sim-
ply discards other goal location candidates. Without ex-
ploiting temporal and historical cues, the agent may move
back to visited areas where the complicated geometry is
hard to converge. This issue may be handled by a graph
model [75] for candidate organization and assignment or a
decomposed and hierarchical representation for object-wise
or room-wise exploration.
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Enabling the mobile agent to behave autonomously in
an unknown space is one straight path towards spatial in-
telligence [15, 16]. The implicit neural representation has
shown great potential to distill knowledge from pre-trained
model [59, 51] for a globally consistent and informative
representation. Best exploiting the information inherited
in the prior and streaming data to construct a decodable
and task-agnostic scene representation may lead to an in-
novative map-centric paradigm for the vision, graphics, and
robotics communities.
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